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OLYMPIC

TREATMENT TABLE

TM

A treatment table that is also an easy-roll gurney
IV pole (included)
Fits in sockets at
corners of table

Instrument tray
Fits in sockets at
corners of table
(included)

Push bar
For easy steering
in tight spaces

Large surface
46" x 21" stainless steel
12" to 37" lift
Comfortable standing
or seated

2 foot switches
Both sides
of table.
Convenient.

Tie-down cleats
Out of the way,
under the sides
of the table

Larger casters
For rolling
without effort

Watch video demonstration
www.OlympicVeterinary.com

Multi-purpose The Olympic Treatment Table is a new
combination treatment table and gurney with a stainless
steel top. Older treatment tables are so heavy and hard
to roll that they are practically stationary. This new table
can be used for treating and prepping – then for quickly
transporting patients to surgery and recovery.
Lightweight This new table rolls so easily because it is
lightweight – weighs less than half as much as many older
tables. Full size 5" casters roll effortlessly (then lock).
Push bar For quick steering in tight places.
Full-size stainless top 46" x 21" for large dogs.
Rechargeable lift Smooth, quiet. 250 pounds capacity.

Height adjustment Comfortable seated or standing.
2 foot switches To save time, there are up-down foot
switches on both sides of the table.
Instrument tray A stainless steel instrument tray is included.
The tray fits into sockets at all corners of the table and swivels.
2 trays optional. See next column.
IV pole A 2-bag IV pole is included, fits into sockets.
3-year Warranty Covers all parts and labor, except parts
subject to normal wear, such as casters.
A good investment More for your money. Fully equipped
treatment table with gurney.

Ordering and Information
Olympic Treatment TableTM. Model 50702. Includes instrument
tray and IV pole. Rechargeable lift: 120V/60Hz.

Save time
One table for
treating, prepping,
and transporting

Olympic Treatment TableTM with two Instrument Trays.
Model 50704. Includes IV pole. Rechargeable lift: 120V/60Hz.

